
 

 

Essay Papers: 

How to Write An Admission Essay 

 First of all, if you cannot inspire yourself to write, then an admissions board will not 

believe in your persistence. If a quote opens such an essay, then it must be ironclad; it must be 

relevant, succinct, and easily understood. Personal and wider significance is hard to establish 

without the benefit of the “actions speak louder than words” advantage. They want to believe in 

your dreams, but it must be established that you are more than a dreamer, that you will take 

action on your own behalf.  In “University of San Francisco- Key to My Dreams”, the hopeful 

student opens with her personal mission statement: “Being persistent in life helps you to achieve 

your goals and be the best that you can be”.  

 Writing an admissions essay is self-advertising. Realism and idealism have to meet in a 

way that does not leave the audience thinking it must be too good to be true. They want an 

insurance policy. If they invest in your potential, then they will want something in exchange. 

You have something to offer. What is it? Why is it worth it? 

 Oh yeah, one more thing: they want to know that you are going with eyes wide open. 

Universities have more than education; they have parties… lots of parties. This is not the culture 

that your education is about. You are an adult. Notice that her mission statement said “being 

persistent in life”. Life is a very broad concept. It is a mishmash of time, place, action, and 

intents. Also notice that she did not say that this persistence would put anyone on the free and 

easy road.  
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 Be real. Although you should check and re-check and check again the grammar, 

punctuation, spelling, etc. within the essay, proofreading should not take away the voice that you 

have as a person with something to offer. Do not be a clever salesman; be a good investment.  

Find more samples of custom papers or order paper writing service with us! 
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